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About This Game

Created by a dad and his 11 year old son, Best Buds is a 2D run'n'gun where you'll have to team up and battle the foul creations
of Doctor Jushaan’s twisted genius and escape from his digital prison dimension. Travel to 11 different worlds, all presented in

classic 16-bit style, with a catchy chip-tune soundtrack and lots of over-the-top weapons!

A varied and imaginative arcade platformer, full of blasting action and a whole lot of exploring to uncover secrets and
hidden areas!

Discover special power-ups such as tanks, skateboards, mine carts, TNT, giant-buds, mini-buds, banana napalm, donuts
of death and many more!

Equip insanely powerful, silly, and just plain deadly weapons to defeat the evil army and gain access to new areas. Equip
shrink-rays, lasers, ice-cream blasters, buzzsaw guns, homing missiles, and more!

Gigantic evil bosses and over 100 varied enemies to fight, many fresh from the imagination of an eleven year-old boy.
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11 different worlds, pixelated in 16-bit Arcade machine style, with plenty of modern touches including detailed
background animation, multi-layered parallax, weather and special effects.

Replay the game with a whole new level of challenge in REPLAY+ mode.

Since this is a Super Icon game, there are plenty of references to classic games, such as Ghosts ’n Goblins, Green Beret,
Bionic Commando, Black Tiger, and loads more!

Sometimes the ideas for the most addictive games don't come from traditional sources, like brainstorming meetings of
development teams. Instead, they just pop up organically. That is the case here, Best Buds vs Bad Guys is a 2D run ’n’ gun from
a game developer Dad and his 11 year old son, with a special message behind it. Richard and Lucas both have a love of classic

pixel art games, and always wanted to develop a game of this genre together.

"We call each other 'best bud', and really wanted to create a game together. We both love classic pixel art games; exploring and
discovering cool stuff, shooting lots of nasties! So from there the concept was born, a game about teamwork, battling bad guys
and using stupidly powerful weapons and power-ups to do it. A game about good over evil and about friendship, overcoming

difficulties, and kicking bad-guy butt!"

"We wanted to create an authentic retro experience which draws upon Lucas' imaginative ideas for enemies and levels and my
admiration & love of classic 80s/early 90s arcade machine games like Contra, Ghosts ’n Goblins, Green Beret, Mega Man,

Bionic Commando and more."

THE BAD GUYS

We love themed enemies and themed levels; and this is on full display in Best Buds! Each enemy and boss has been lovingly
crafted to have a distinct look, theme, and personality.

And we love variety and diversity too - so that's why we pixelated over 100 of them, Nasty!
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Let's be honest. The only bad thing about this game is the poor optimization. It's more ressource intensive than some AAA titles.

This said, this game so far is a masterpiece of atmosphere, storytelling and horror. The school is probably one of the creepiest
places I've visited in a horror game, and slowly learning what happened there bluilt such a climate of tension and dread, it's
pretty amazing actually. I can't wait for chapter 2, this game is definitely worth every single penny.. Super addicting RTS game.
Extreme FOV made me instantly nauseous. No options to change FOV, or in fact, any options of any kind. Literally no options
menu.

Walking is slow and have to hold shift to run. I'd rather not play a game where I hold shift the entire time.. Vostok Inc. is a
pretty fun time-killer "clicker-esque" game, I got a lot more out of it than I expected, although based on some of the
achievements I doubt I'll ever get 100% of the content finished, and was surprised at how some of the animations are weirdly
visually pleasing, looking at you wormhole jump. My only main complaint with the game is how long some of the jumps
between "techs" are, and by that I mean getting enough money via your outdated extractors to be able to buy those shiny new
extractors, as the game doesn't seem to keep counting money when no longer running, like a lot of other clicker games do,
however the enemies, races and other various things to earn money (not just via extractors) help make that gap a little shorter.

Overall a fun game, but be prepared to leave it running in the background while you do other stuff, as far as I'm aware the game
won't get you that sweet moolah unless its running.. I actually really enjoyed this short game! I came into this thinking it would
be horrible but I got a lot of enjoyment out of this. I loved the story and the charcter development. The soundtrack was probably
my fvaorite part of the game, very rare and exciting! The only thing I disliked was that I had to finish the game at one time
because when I would exit it out, it would not save and I would have to restart. Other than that, this game is very great and
enjoyable!. A taste of music videos from the future.... Played it with a buddy over the weekend and had to get it myself.
Just a fun game with cool characters. Loads of cool gimmicks like the special moves with the sentences of the presidents to their
times. Pretty balanced. Great game, for the price a steal as you get a bundle of fun.
. great pole ane reel for walleye to!.

great game for peaple who are fisherman irl(like me)

totaly recament to peaple who like trout fishing irl. Save yourself the time required to buy, install, test and then request a refund.

It just doesn't run properly, even on a GTX 1080, it keeps freezing\/lagging badly.

Trying to watch a video is an extremely frustrating experience.

Just use DEO VR instead.
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I just got into gaming on the PC last week.. I dont know what took me so long but thats another story. I was looking for
something different.. I didnt know what different was but I knew I would know it when I see it.. Well, Filthy Lucre is definately
it! Simple, difficult, and enjoyable.. I've downloaded about 17 games since last week. (Can you tell I've been starving for a
gaming PC?) from Player Uknown, Subsistence, Beam NG, etc.. I enjoy them all but none have grabbed me like Filthy Lucre..
Its a good one!. This DLC may as well be a "pay to unlock x character".
Incredibly short. No challenge. Unlocks new characer.. A hard but fun game that keeps you going over and over until you get
past that one bit that has you stumped.. fun game, starts out very easy and has progressed to near impossible, still not sure about
whether upgrades to engine or tires is available. A couple of the tracks I find I just dont have enough acceleration to get over
objects, and believe me, I have spent hours trying over and over to get past 1 point without success. I purchased the seasons pass
which was to unlock and allow me to play 6 additional DLC packs, they show up in the game, but when I click them, it asks me
to buy them again. I have sent an email to UBIsoft, waiting on their reply. I purchased the game through Steam, and the Season
Pass with Steam, maybe thats why theres a glitch between Steam and Ubi..dunno, but Im into this for $24 Canadian and no
online play and got half of what I paid for.. Can't recommend, it was so buggy I wasn't able to play it despite trying for 3h. If
you must go for it, watch the refund counter.. I believe this test is too demanding for it looks. There are less demanding tests
that look better, but it has another porpose and it is understandable. Perfect stability test for major overclocking.. 5000
achievements just for starting... but it's only one achievement and it doesn't do anythign for you. The game is a quicktime event
bonanza, complete with a total of one game. Repeated. Forever.. MY ARMY COMES FROM DEEP WITHIN
BENEATH MY SOUL, BENEATH MY SKIN
AS YOU'RE ENDING, I'M ABOUT TO BEGIN
MY STRENGTH IS PAIN AND I WILL NEVER GIVE IN
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